


















VILLA 221 IS A FANTASTIC TROPICAL 

VILLA WITH BREATHTAKING SEA VIEWS 

AND LOTS OF PRIVACY


  


CORALESTATESALES.COM


This lovely, spacious villa is located on phase 4b of Coral Estate. Beautifully built off the cliff, the villa 

offers more space than you would expect from the road. When entering the villa, the sea view from 

the living room is spectacular!


 



























The villa was built under architecture in 2009 by Studio Acht architects in close collaboration with 

the first owners who are now selling the villa. These owners have always enjoyed the villa as a 

holiday home and chose not to rent it out, but the villa is also perfectly suited for that purpose and 

as a full-fledged residential home.


 


On the top floor is the living room with open kitchen – with cooking island. This room has a high 

ceiling which gives a pleasant spatial effect. This height also provides pleasant cooling, aided by the 

shutters placed in the house. From the living room sliding doors provide access to the spacious 

veranda with beautiful sea view. Two stately stairs then lead to the spacious pool deck and gazebo 

with lounge area.






























A spacious storage room is also accessible from the living room, which also contains a washing 

machine connection and hot water boiler. The spacious master bedroom is located on one side of 

the living room, has beautiful sea views, an en suite bathroom and walk in closet. On the other side 

of the living room is a spacious guest bedroom and separate bathroom.


 


 


Via the beautiful staircase we go one floor lower from the veranda. The swimming pool there is 

wonderfully spacious and invites you not only to relax but also to really swim. In front of the pool is a 

covered lounge area where a wonderful breeze provides cooling and the sea view is wide and 

breathtaking. When we look back at the villa from here, we notice how big it really is, without losing 

the friendly Caribbean character. 












This ground floor also offers space for a nice guest apartment with its own veranda, living room, 

kitchen, 2 bedrooms and a spacious bathroom. You can also enjoy an appealing sea view from this 

apartment and accompanying veranda. The apartment also has two handy storage rooms as well as 

a carport that, if desired, could also be turned into an extra bedroom with private bathroom (or home 

office or fitness room); too many possibilities. Next to the carport is a lovely sun terrace with a view 

over the pool and the sea. 






This villa is in perfect condition and offers a lot of living pleasure as a house and holiday villa. This 

property is also extremely well suited as an investment villa for holiday rental.


Details: 

- Lot 1,801 m2


- Spacious green areas on both sides for extra privacy


- Bedrooms 4 (possibly 5)


- Bathrooms 3 (possibly 4)


- Spacious swimming pool


- Carport


- Covered lounge area with beautiful sea view


- Is offered furnished
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